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CONNECTING
PEOPLE WITH NATURE

Patients who enter a clinic, a medical or dental practice may be anxious about the outcome and
the procedure itself. atmosphere is a calming and stress-relieving visual platform for clinics, waiting
rooms, medical and dental practices. atmosphere is showing the most realistic impressions of nature
in a relaxing and immersive way, specifically produced to help patients to calm down.

Reduce your patients’ stress and anxiety situation



WATCHING NATURE  
IN THE HIGHEST
QUALITY FOR OUR WELL  
BEING
Humans have been shaped by hundreds of thousands of years of evolution together with nature. The experience
of nature has left its fingerprint on our physiological well-being. Contact with nature is a basic human need.
The atmosphere immersive nature films present unspoilt nature, underscored by authentic harmonious sounds.
These films are created in the highest possible quality to stimulate the cognitive perception of the viewer and
to trigger the same psycho-physiological relaxation response as an experience of real nature.



PROVIDING RELAXING CONTENT
FOR SUCCESSFUL HEALTHCARE DELIVERY
Health professionals realise that reducing stress by providing comforting and relaxing content
is integral to successful healthcare delivery. The calming and soothing results created by an
atmosphere installation is ideal for use in different areas of the healthcare sector and can be
adapted to different patient groups.



WAITING ROOMS
Creating an optimal calming and stress-relieving atmosphere to improve
communication effectiveness between medical staff and patient.



DENTAL TREATMENT ROOMS:
Dental anxiety is a common phenomenon. The atmosphere content is produced to  help  
patients to calm down. In the US, industry estimates show that between 30 and 40 mill ion  
people avoid going to the dentist because of Dental Anxiety, or fear related to seeking
or receiving dental care. This anxiety heightens in the wait ing and treatment rooms.



RELAXING ROOMS:

DELIVERY ROOMS:
Creating a birth friendly environment, a calming and stimulating ambience  
for the benefi t of women in labour, their families and the medi cal staff.

For hospitals and psychiatric wards, creating a comfort ing room where patients can relax  
f rom negative external stressors watching immersive slow movement fi lms of nature.



The atmosphere immersive nature films are produced in the atmosphere  
“Slow Movement” technique with state of the art resolution quality in 8K  
and with a very high frame rate, 96 fps. This deceleration of life technique  
minimises the unnatural frame effect on the eyes and has a therapeutic  
effect by leading the patient into a tranquil and well-being mood.

THE ATMOSPHERE HEALTHCARE  
DIFFERENCE “SLOW MOVEMENT”



The cinematographer Maxx Hermann, together with his team,  
produced the unique atmosphere films on numerous expeditions  
around the world. Maxx Hermann‘s subtle perspectives capture the  
beauty of each scene imbuing each film with its own unique and  
fascinating charm. The atmosphere immersive nature films take the  
viewer on a journey through beautiful and dreamy landscapes,  
reminding us of the world we live in and who we really are.

FILMS FOR EMOTIONAL AND  
PHYSICAL HARMONY AND VITALITY



The atmosphere immersive films are carefully selected to:

· help slowing down the pulse rate and stabilising breathing

· reduces patient’s anxiety level

· shortens the perceived time in waiting rooms considerably

· Improves communication effectiveness between  
medical staff and patient

· reduces postoperative recovery times

· reduces pain and lessen the need for sedatives

A VISUAL PLATFORM WITH
A CLEAR CLINICAL OBJECTIVE



“The atmosphere installation offers a calming and relaxing ambience for our patients and staff, moments  
of holiday feeling. We are very satisfied with the system in our waiting room. We have installed atmosphere  
one year ago and we also use the system for the presentation of numerous lectures in our dental center.
Our patients have, besides the admiration for the installation, often described the very positive relaxing  
effect of the films.“

Dr. Thorsten Pletz, Dental Centrum Dusseldorf, Germany

“We are very satisfied with the atmosphere system in our waiting room. We did the installation for more  
than a year now. Our patients and the medical staff can enjoy the relaxing films with great picture  
resolution. The positive response from our patients is tremendous. Some of them confirm that the  
atmosphere platform has a real calming effect before the treatment session.”

Dr. Dirk Grünewald, Dentist Koblenz, Germany

“I had the privilege to be one of the first to experience many of these wonderful films in my dental clinic.  
What impresses me most is that without really noticing it, you slowly slip into nature and calm down.
A boat trip through the reed of local waters can be just as fascinating and relaxing as a trip through  
the great dunes of the Sahara. Simply Fantastic.”

Dr. Cyrus Alamouti, Alamouti & Melchior, Dentist Cologne, Germany

TESTIMONIALS



THE ATMOSPHERE HEALTHCARE PRODUCTS
The perfect solution for any location



ATMOSPHERE UHD SINGLE SCREEN

atmosphere media has made it its mission to help patients to slow down and  
relax in medical and dental practices, waiting rooms and clinics. The atmo-
sphere UHD single screen solution brings the atmosphere immersive nature  
films on every Ultra High Definition TV to create a calming audio-visual experi-
ence with state of the art images and true original sound.

Compatible with all UHD display Brands. The Ultra High Definition standard  
has a resolution of 3840 x 2160 with a 16:9 ratio.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT: THE START-UP PACKAGE

- an exclusive selection of the most beautiful and scenic atmosphere films.
- 100 immersive nature films with a duration of 15 minutes each, for a total  

playing time of 25 hours*.
- atmosphere media player© application with all features.
- automatic software updates at no extra charge.
- unlimited license for publicly displaying the content in the healthcare  

industry**.

*Clients can purchase licensees for new content from the atmosphere shop. New content is auto-
matically downloaded online.
**one license limited to one player, for one Mac Mini or similar Apple OS X computer.

PLUG AND PLAYTECHNOLOGY

Easy to install and easy to use. The player hardware is an Apple Mac Mini  
computer. The atmosphere media player© application provides an intuitive  
and user friendly interface supporting all required features: playlist creation,  
scheduling, looping and audio control. All features can be remotely controlled  
by the atmosphere iPad Controller App available on the App Store. Software  
updates and new content are done online.

HDMI Output
with Sound

Mac Mini i5
Optional Control Monitor



ATMOSPHERE UHD MULTI SCREEN

Professional immersive solution in Ultra High Definition for a four displays video  
wall installation.The arrangement of the four displays in portrait mode results
in an attractive 21:9 cinema format. The player hardware is an Apple Mac Mini  
computer, which distributes the UHD movies through a video wall controller  
directly to the four displays. The atmosphere media player software and its  
functions are the same as for the UHD single screen solution. For the video wall,  
displays up to 4 x 55“ can be used depending on the desired image size. We  
recommend the use of professional equipment. The atmosphere UHD multi  
screen solution also allows the connection of external video sources such as  
laptop, camera and setup box.

EXCLUSIVE CONTENT

To receive the content library for the atmosphere UHD multi screen solution.  
clients must subscribe to atmosphere on a yearly subscription basis. The sub-
scription includes:

the complete atmosphere immersive nature films library to date and all  
upcoming films
- 100 immersive nature films with a duration of 15 minutes each
- atmosphere media player© application with all features
- automatic content update for all upcoming films
- automatic software updates
unlimited license for publicly displaying the content in the healthcare area**.

**one license limited to one player, for one Mac Mini or similar Apple OS X computer.
Or optional iMacwith  

control monitor

Mac Minii7
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ATMOSPHERE 4K MULTI SCREEN AND CUSTOMISEDSOLUTIONS

You are seeking to create an optimal relaxing and healing environment as part of an hospital or clinic. You are seeking for an immersive media experience  
for your patients. We offer you the atmosphere 4K multi screen solution for larger media installations from 4 x 65” to 4 x X” or any other design with screens,  
projection or LED modules. atmosphere healthcare collaborates with your professional team to develop a unique concept that fulfils your objectives.

UNIQUE CONTENT IN SUPER HIGH VISION

atmosphere is worldwide a leading Super High Vision content producer with unique “Slow Movement” films in 8K resolution and High Dynamic Range 10 Bit  
colour space. With atmosphere Super High Vision immersive nature films you are not only watching a scene, you are part of every moment. The picture is  
richer and livelier than ever before.

TRUE AUDIO REPRODUCTION

The atmosphere audio production team are experts in the reproduction of high-end true audio. The production starts with the setting of complex microphone  
arrangements combining all great analogue gears from the last 50 years with modern digital equipment. Mixing is done together with the final film composition  
to achieve a most realistic impression of the original sound. Final mixing can be stereo, surround or wave-field-synthesis.

ATMOSPHERE MAKES THE VISION BECOMES REALITY

atmosphere develops each customised concept as an individual philosophy, the vision, the location, the culture and the media technologies that will be used  
to create a most realistic and stunning media installation.



BIOPHILIC VISION





Biophilia - “Love of Life” - describes the affiliation humans have with other life forms and the strong genetic connection with nature. This  
bond is rooted in our biology, shaped by hundred of thousands of years of evolution. Nature is the source of all created beings. Forest,  
rivers, mountains, oceans have a proven impact on our well being.

Six thousand years of living in buildings and urban environments is quite new by comparison with the many years of preceding evolution
in which we lived harmoniously with nature. The connection with nature is as basic a need as healthy food or exercise. It is beneficial for
our health and essential for our productivity and creativity.

With the publication of „The Heart of Man“ in 1964, Erich Fromm introduced the term „biophilia“ for the first time. The German-American
psychoanalyst, philosopher and social psychologist defined:

“Biophilia is the passionate love of life and of all that is alive; it is the wish to further growth, whether in a person, a plant, an idea,  
or a social group.” - Erich Fromm

In 1980 the psychologist Edward O. Wilson took up the concept of biophilia and it made him popular through his publications.  
He observed and explained how growing urbanisation has led to the uprooting of man.



INTEGRATING IMMERSIVE  
NATURE FILMS
INTO ROOM DESIGN
Biophilic Vision is a sustainable design strategy that aims to reconnect people  
with the natural environment. A new and high-end visual content able to sup-
ply our inborn need of connection to nature. According to several underpinning
results through laboratory experiments and field studies, the integration of nature  
into room design through biophilic features fosters well-being, reduces anxiety  
and plays a very important role for health and quality of life.

The benefits for human health to „de-urbanise“ spaces has jumped into the  
focus of architects and designers.



USING THE POWER
OF NATURE FOR RELAXATION
“most nature scenes produce positive emotional states and help to calm stress”
Roger Ulrich, PhD.

Contact with nature can be purely visual. The first well controlled test of this  
hypothesis was published in 1984 by Roger Ulrich “View through a Window May  
Influence Recovery from Surgery”. Ulrich tested the effect of window views on  
hospital patient outcomes. Ulrich found that surgical patients with only a view
of nature - in this case trees - suffered fewer complications, used less pain  
medication, had a more positive post-surgical recovery and were discharged  
sooner than those who looked out on a brick wall.

“In recent years, several medical researchers working independently have repro-
duced the main results and quite an active area of medical research today uses  
nature distraction to reduce pain. Most of these studies are rigorous; virtually all  
have reported significant pain-reduction effects”*.

* A conversation with Roger Ulrich, PhD, Healthcare Design Magazine.  
https://www.healthcaredesignmagazine.com/architecture/conversation-roger-ulrich

http://www.healthcaredesignmagazine.com/architecture/conversation-roger-ulrich
http://www.healthcaredesignmagazine.com/architecture/conversation-roger-ulrich


WATCHING NATURE IN THEHIGHEST  
QUALITY FOR OUR WELL-BEING
The atmosphere immersive nature films present unspoilt nature, underscored by authentic harmonious sounds. These films are created to stimula-
te the cognitive perception of the viewer and to trigger the same psycho-physiological relaxation response as an experience of real nature. These  
immersive films can achieve these beneficial results by showing a reproduction of nature so realistic that the viewer‘s subconscious response is to  
believe that they are exposed to the actual scene.



BIOPHILIC VISION IS PART OF EVIDENCE-BASEDDESIGN

Evidence-based design, or EBD, is a process used by architects, interior designers and facility managers in the planning, design, and construction
of commercial buildings. This approach has become popular in healthcare to improve patient and staff well-being, stress reduction, patient healing
and safety. The Center for Health Design focuses on EBD practices. More than 600 studies with environmental-design relevance have been identi-
fied.

BIOPHILIC VISION AT HOME

- plays a very important role for health and quality of life.
- helps to unwind and relax
- regulates our sensorial systems, avoiding both the depressive and the sensational extremes
- supports the neuroendocrine and immunological system

BIOPHILIC VISION IN THEHEALTHCARE INDUSTRY

- reduces patient’s anxiety level
- shortens the perceived time in waiting rooms considerably
- Improves communication effectiveness between medical staff and patient
- reduces postoperative recovery times
- reduces pain and lessen the need for sedatives

BIOPHILIC VISION IN THEOFFICE

- Improves well-being and communication
- fosters productivity and creativity
- unburdens our cognitive system, allowing us to collect and recognise information in a more efficient ways
- reduction of absenteeism and decrease of presentism are measurable.
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IT‘S ALL ABOUT ATMOSPHERE

CONTACT US TODAY
Jeff Van Duyn - President

Atmosphere - USA Inc.
700 Atlantis Road Suite 303 
Melbourne, FL 32904
mail: jeff@atmospherehealthcare.us 
phone:702-932-5588

Cell: 317-840-1931
www.atmospherehealthcare.us

Michael Ohren, CEO

atmosphere by MacMan  Office: 
715-834-7074
Cell: 715-559-2225
MacMan, Inc.
4677 Keystone Xing  
Eau Claire, WI 54701
mike@atmospherehealthcare.us
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